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  A.  

  روي محور مختصات حامد

حامد نصیرزاده دبیر انجمن علمی علوم کامپیوتر هر روز به برگزاري مناسب 

روي محور  ،او عادت دارد که موقع فکر کردن. فکر میکند MCPC4مسابقه 

شروع به حرکت می  aها از نقطه xاو در طول محور افقی . مختصات راه برود

حرکت  aدوباره به سمت نقطه  bبا رسیدن به نقطه . برسد bکند تا به نقطه 

او عادت دارد که در هر ثانیه یک . میکند و این کار را بارها و بارها تکرار میکند

میخواهیم . ها است xقدم بردارد و اندازه هر قدم او برابر با یک واحد روي محور 

ثانیه او در کجاي محور  n، حساب کنیم که پس از bو  aبا دانستن محل نقاط 

  .دقرار دار

  

  :ورودي برنامه

 nیک عدد صحیح مثبت  و  a ،bعدد صحیح  دو

  :خروجی برنامه

  .ثانیه است nعددي صحیح که نشان دهنده محل حامد پس از 

 

  نمونه ورودي  نمونه خروجی

-2 -4   1  8 

2 1   5   17 
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  B.  

Parya in the closet 

Much like any pair of brothers and sisters, Parya Golmoghani’s older brother picks on her a 

lot. Recently, Parya was pushed into a closet with a flashlight, a pen and a puzzle. Parya’s 

brother will not let her out of the closet until the puzzle is solved. Unfortunately, she has 

never seen this kind of puzzle before. It requires a set of three positive single digits to sum to 

a target and each digit must be unique. Parya needs your help so her brother will let him out! 

The Problem: 

Given a goal sum and three positive digits, determine if the three positive digits are unique 

and sum up to the goal. 

The Input: 

The input will begin with a single, positive integer, n, on a line by itself. On the next n lines 

will be a single positive integer representing the goal sum followed by three single positive 

digits, each separated by a single space. 

The Output: 

For each line of input, determine if the three digits sum to the goal and are unique. Output 

“Proper triplet” on a line by itself if so, or “Not a good triplet” on a line by itself if not. 

 

Sample Output  Sample Input 

 
Proper triplet 
Not a good triplet 
Not a good triplet 

3 
19  4  7  8 
10  1  9  6 
14  3  8  3 
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  C.  

Narwan’s secret 

Narwan Esmaeilnejad has a secret that until now nobody has noticed. She can’t stand to have 

objects that are not properly aligned. If any object, she feels compelled to adjust that object. 

Narwan needs your help, though! She wants you to take bricks (which will represent by just 

one of their edges) and determine if they are slanted or not. 

The Problem: 

Given two unique points on a line, determine if the line is a horizontal or vertical line. 

The Input: 

Input will begin with a single, positive integer, n, on a line by itself, representing the number 

of objects. For each object, there will be four non-negative integers, x1, y1, x2 and y2 

(all<1000), on a single line each separated by a single space where (x1, y1) represents one 

point on the edge and (x2, y2) represents a second (and different) point on the same edge. 

The Output: 

For each object, if it is slanted (not horizontal or vertical), output “We need to fix this” or 

output “It’s all good” if it is not. Each output should be on a separate line. 

  

Sample Output  Sample Input 
 
We need to fix this 
It’s all good  

2 
1  1  3  2 
1  1  3  1 
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  D.  

 رمزگشایی اعداد رومی
 

سیستم اعداد رومی از . اعداد رومی توسط رومیان باستان ابداع شدند و هزاران سال به عنوان سیستم عددي غربی استفاده می شدند

براي  ”C“؛ 50براي  ”L“؛ 10 براي  ”X“؛ 5براي  ”V“؛ 1براي عدد  ”I“حرف : براي مقدارهاي خاص استفاده می کند کاراکترها

نوشته می  )از چپ به راست( در این سیستم، در حالت  کلی حروف از پر ارزش به کم ارزش. 1000براي  ”M“؛ 500براي  ”D“؛ 100

اما  .2یعنی  IIو  60یعنی  LX؛ 200یعنی  CC؛ 1000یعنی  Mاست چرا که  1262نشان دهنده عدد  MCCLXIIبراي مثال . شدند

نشان  ”XL“همین طور، . است 9نشان دهنده عدد  ”IX“ و 4نشان دهنده عدد  ”IV“: در این سیستم استثناهایی نیز وجود دارد

  .است 900نشان دهنده عدد  ”CM“و  400نشان دهنده عدد  ”CD“؛ 90نشان دهنده عدد  ”XC“؛ 40دهنده عدد 

  :ورودي

  رکاراکتر یا کمت 8یک عدد رومی با 

  :خروجی

  .معادل دهدهی آن

  

 

 نمونه ورودی نمونه خرو�� 

14 XIV 

1955 MCMLV 

2017 MMXVII 
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  E.  

Chess 
 
In Konoha Academy, Shikamaru has set up a new challenge for 

all the ninja students. He sets up a chess board with two bishops 

at different locations. The task is to find all the squares where 

they could intercept each other in a single move. (A bishop 

moves along two diagonals in any direction until it reaches the 

edge of the board, as shown in the figure to the left.  

Knowing Shikamaru's prowess at mind games, the ninja 

students have come to you for help! 

 

Input  

The input is a line with four integers x1, y1, x2, y2 representing the location of the first and 

second bishop. (Location 0, 0 is at the lower left corner of the board.) (Constraints: 0 ≤ x1, 

y1, x2, y2 < 500.) The Initial location of the bishops will always be different, and they will 

not be located on the same diagonal. Assume that the bishops will always intersect at at least 

one square.  

Output  

 The output is a line containing either two or four integers, which represent the coordinates of 

the locations where the bishops intersect (at either one or two locations). The coordinates 

with the smaller x value should appear first. If the x-values are same, then display the 

coordinates having the smaller y-value first. You should only output those intersections 

having positive values for both x and y.  

Sample Input and Output 

input output 
0 0 2 0 

 
1 1  

 

2 2 2 4 

 
1 3 3 3 
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  F.  

 Konoha Training 

Saitama is a transfer student and new member of Konoha 

Academy. He is learning some hand seals and just 

mastered a fire technique named Punch. This technique 

can be described as a linear beam of force projected from 

his body towards a specific target. While training, his 

professor will select a target walking x steps horizontally 

from Saitama, and y steps vertically.  

Last week Saitama’s professor leveled up his training by 

creating an invisible wall-shield on the field from point (X1,Y1) to (X2,Y2). Only the 

professor knows its location, but since the field is a huge terrain (and there could be 

casualties), he wants to know beforehand if Saitama will hit the target. We will assume that 

striking the endpoint of a wall also qualifies as striking the wall. If the target is located on the 

shield, the Punch will count as a hit.  

Input  

The input consists of a line with six integers, x1, y1, x2, y2, x, y. Therefore, (x1, y1) and (x2, 

y2) are the endpoints of the wall-shield, and (x, y) is the target’s position.  

Saitama is always at position (0, 0) and 0 ≤ |x1|, |y1|, |x2|, |y2|, |x|, |y| ≤ 106  

Output  

Print “YES”, if Saitama can hit the target, or “NO” in case the shield will stop the Punch.  

Sample Input and Output 
 

Output Input 
NO  

 
2 3 3 2 3 3  

 
YES  

 
-1 1 1 1 1 -1  

 
NO  
YES  

 

1 1 2 2 3 3  
2 2 3 3 1 1  

 
NO 

 
0 1 1 1 0 2  
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  G.  

Word Counting 

You’ve been tasked with building a major component of a word processing program. Given a 

line and a word, you are to determine the number of occurrences of that word in the line. 

Note that the word can be contained within another word in the same line, and these should 

count as two separate occurrences. Two words are considered equal if they contain the same 

characters in the same order, ignoring uppercase/lowercase differences.  

Input  

Each test case will be 2 lines, the first line will contain the word that we want to find the 

occurrences of and the line following that will be the sentence where we want to count these 

occurrences. Words will be no longer than 30 characters and sentences will not be longer than 

600 characters.  

Output  

The output is the number of occurrences of that word in the sentence.Each output should  

 
Sample Input and Output 

 
Input Output 

the  
the problem is too easy  

 
1 

hArd  
This problem isn't that hard. I wonder if they get any Harder... 

 
2 
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  H.  

Box of Bricks 

Little Bob likes playing with his box of bricks. He puts the bricks one upon another and 

builds stacks of different height. "Look, I've built a wall!'', he tells his older sister Alice. 

"Nah, you should make all stacks the same height. Then you would have a real wall.'', she 

retorts. After a little consideration, Bob sees that she is right. So he sets out to rearrange the 

bricks, one by one, such that all stacks are the same height afterwards. But since Bob is lazy 

he wants to do this with the minimum number of bricks moved. Can you help? 

 

 
Input  

The input consists of several data sets. Each set begins with a line containing the number n of 

stacks Bob has built. The next line contains n numbers, the heights hi of the n stacks. You 

may assume 1 <= n <= 50 and 1 <= hi <= 100. The total number of bricks will be divisible by 

the number of stacks. Thus, it is always possible to rearrange the bricks such that all stacks 

have the same height.  

Output  

Print the minimum number of bricks that have to be moved in order to make all the stacks the 

same height.  

 
Sample Input and Output 

 
Input Output 

6 
5 2 4 1 7 5  

5 

 
4 
5 5 5 5 

0 
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  I.  

Permutations 

A permutation of a string is the set of all possible ways to combine its characters. E.g., the 

permutation of "abc" is {"abc", "acb", "bac", "bca", "cab", "cba"}. The size of this set is the 

factorial of the initial string size. 

Given a string S (with up to 10 characters, all lowercase letters) and a integer N (0 < N < 10!) 

find the (N+1)th smallest element of the permutation of S (consider the lexicographic order; 

the permutation of 'abc' above, for example, is represented in lexicographic order form left to 

right). 

For example, 

if S = "abc" and N=0, then the result would be "abc" 

if S = "abc" and N=5, then the result would be "cba" 

if S = "abc" and N=3, then the result would be "bca" 

if S = "cba" and N=3, then the result would be "bca" 

Notice that the string may not be initially sorted (check the last two examples). 

Input 

Each test case consists of two lines: one containing the string S and the next line containing 

the number N. 

Output 

The output is a line containing the (N+1)th smallest element of the permutation of S. 

 
Sample Input and Output 

 

Input Output 

abc 
3 

bca 

abcde 
119 

edcba 

cba 
3 

bca 
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  J.  

An Industrial Spy 

Industrial spying is very common for modern research labs. I am such an industrial spy, don’t 

tell anybody! My recent job was to steal the latest inventions from a famous math research 

lab. It was hard to obtain some of their results but I got their waste out of a document 

shredder. 

I have already reconstructed that their research topic is fast factorization. But the remaining 

paper snippets only have single digits on it and I cannot imagine what they are for. Could it 

be that those digits form prime numbers? Please help me to find out how many prime 

numbers can be formed using the given digits. 

Input 

Each test case consists of a single line. This line contains the digits (at least one, at most 

seven) that are on the paper snippets. 

Output 

Print one line containing the number of different primes that can be reconstructed by 

shuffling the digits. You may ignore digits while reconstructing the primes (e.g., if you get 

the digits 7 and 1, you can reconstruct three primes 7, 17, and 71). Reconstructed numbers 

that (regarded as strings) differ just by leading zeros, are considered identical (see the fourth 

case of the sample input). 

 
Sample Input and Output 

  
Input Output 
 17 3 

1276543 1336 

9999999 0 

011 2 
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The Bird tree is an infinite binary

It can be defined as follows: 

This is a co-recursive definition in which both occurrences of bird refer to the full (infinite) 

tree.The expression bird + 1 means that 1 is added to every fraction in th

means that every fraction in the tree is inverted (so a/b becomes b/a).

contains every positive rational number exactly once, so every reduced fraction is at a unique 

place in the tree. Hence, we can also describe 

left sub tree, R for right sub tree) in the Bird tree. For example, 2/5 is represented by LRR. 

Given a reduced fraction, return a string consisting of L

this fraction from the top of the tree.

Input 

For each test case, One line with two integers a and b (1 <=a; b <= 109), separated by a 

These represent the numerator and denominator of a reduced fraction. The integers a and b 

are not both equal to 1, and they satisfy gcd(a

For every test case the length of the string with directions will be at most 10 000.
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binary tree, whose first 5 levels look as follows: 

 

recursive definition in which both occurrences of bird refer to the full (infinite) 

tree.The expression bird + 1 means that 1 is added to every fraction in the tree, and 1/bird 

means that every fraction in the tree is inverted (so a/b becomes b/a). Surprisingly, the tree 

contains every positive rational number exactly once, so every reduced fraction is at a unique 

place in the tree. Hence, we can also describe a rational number by giving directions (L for 

left sub tree, R for right sub tree) in the Bird tree. For example, 2/5 is represented by LRR. 

Given a reduced fraction, return a string consisting of L’s and R’s: The directions to locate 

e top of the tree. 

One line with two integers a and b (1 <=a; b <= 109), separated by a 

These represent the numerator and denominator of a reduced fraction. The integers a and b 

are not both equal to 1, and they satisfy gcd(a; b) = 1. 

For every test case the length of the string with directions will be at most 10 000.
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 K.  

 

recursive definition in which both occurrences of bird refer to the full (infinite) 

e tree, and 1/bird 

Surprisingly, the tree 

contains every positive rational number exactly once, so every reduced fraction is at a unique 

a rational number by giving directions (L for 

left sub tree, R for right sub tree) in the Bird tree. For example, 2/5 is represented by LRR. 

directions to locate 

One line with two integers a and b (1 <=a; b <= 109), separated by a ’/’. 

These represent the numerator and denominator of a reduced fraction. The integers a and b 

For every test case the length of the string with directions will be at most 10 000. 
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Output 

For each test case: 

One line with the string representation of the location of this fraction in the Bird tree 

 

Sample Input and Output 
  
Input Output 
1/2 L 

2/5 LRR 

7/3 RLLR 

 


